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You and Media ​: A Project of Accessibility 
Whom is media theory for? Everyone is implicated. The “Spectacle” of Guy Debord,                         
Michel Foucault’s “panopticon,” Roland Barthes’s “rhetoric of the image,” Laura Mulvey’s                     
critique of the “male gaze,” the “culture industry” conceived of by Theodor Adorno and Max                             
Horkheimer: these are all structures that affect any “being​­in­ ​the­ ​world” today. No individual is                         
beyond the complicating effects of an increasingly mediated world, one in which people                         
communicate in six­second image bursts and where college courses are taught online. And yet,                           
the theorization of these experiences remains beyond the grasp of the average person. 
Media theory is by and large available only to the educated, and only those who actively                               
seek it out. And what becomes of these privileged individuals? They go on to become academics                               
and college professors themselves, or else they join up with the “culture industry” and guard                             
their knowledge as a trade secret. Contemporary media theory and cultural studies takes as a                             
given the revolution of social thought begun in the late 19th century and carried out through the                                 
20th century to the present day. Systems of power, matrices of oppression, dialectical thought:                           
these are the foundations of the discourse. There is an irony that needs addressing in the fact that                                   
a field of study with its roots so firmly planted in Marxist thought makes itself beyond the grasp                                   
of the common person. Media theory is a powerful conceptual tool that could do more cultural                               
work, if that is its aim, in the hands of the many than in the hands of the few. The elitism of                                           
Media Studies is untenable, and yet quite feasibly surmountable. 
You and Media​, then, aims to extend the accessibility of the field of media theory, one                               
that has been developing for nearly one hundred years. Perhaps no one is more invested in the                                 
mediated world than high school students. The days of passing notes have given way to an era of                                   
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covert classroom selfies and surreptitious text messages. High schoolers need no longer sneak                         
out at night when they can Skype and Snapchat each other from their homes. The public sphere                                 
of the hallway has migrated to digital platforms. Even their homework has been digitized. They                             
are also among the first “digital natives,” the vanguard of a generation raised on the Internet and                                 
weaned on smart phones. More than most, they spend the majority of their lives plugged into the                                 
virtual world. 
Without a doubt, young adults are already thinking critically about the effects of                         
technology on their lives. But without a toolkit to work with, a foundation to build from, they are                                   
starting from scratch. There is no need for them to reinvent the wheel when a whole canon of                                   





Teaching Media Studies 
 
The “What?” 
The field of Media Studies is still an emergent one. As such, the bounds of the discourse                                 
remain somewhat undefined. Where does it start, and what is left out? Vassar College’s Media                             
Studies Program, for one, presents one definition of the field: “‘media’ includes all forms of                             
representational media (oral/aural, written, visual), mass media (print, television, radio, film),                     
new media (digital multimedia, the Internet, networked media), their associated technologies,                     
and the social and cultural institutions that enable them and are defined by them.” There is                               1
hardly anything outside of this list. What do we leave for the other disciplines? When dealing                               
with something as broad as “media,” how do we narrow the scope of study — or should we? 
This has always been, and still is, the work of every program or department of Media                               
Studies (or whatever other name it takes) in colleges and universities around the world. The New                               
School, which boasts a longer history of education in the field than nearly any other institution,                               
notes on its Web site that its School of Media Studies curricula “balance theory and practice, so                                 
that our students are fully engaged with current media scholarship as well as the latest tools of                                 
media production and management.” This says little as to what falls under the umbrella of                             2
“media scholarship,” only that it includes “media theory.” 
Part of the work of defining Media Studies, then, is to define media theory and its limits.                                 






variation, a book’s content is much more limited and much less of a moving target. In ​Media and                                   
Cultural Studies: KeyWorks ​, for example, “Media Studies” becomes a way of understanding                       3
how culture is created and perpetuated through diverse media (such as those listed by the Vassar                               
College Media Studies site). “The narratives of media culture offer patterns of proper and                           
improper behavior, moral messages, and ideological conditioning. . . Likewise, media and                       
consumer culture . . . engage people in practices which integrate them into the established                             
society, while offering pleasures, meanings, and identities.” More simply put, it asks “How is                           4
culture mediated?” 
David Croteau and William Hoynes , on the other hand, limit their study to the realm of                               5
“mass media” and the industries thereof: what they call, “a sociologically informed analysis of                           
the media process.” ​Media/Society touches upon many of the themes and ideas present in                           6
KeyWorks ​, but only as they apply to the specific topic at hand. The Cultural Studies framework                               
is left aside for one of sociology, and a historical mindset is adopted primarily to provide context                                 
for contemporary media and their industries. 
“We do not believe,” announce Durham and Kellner, “that any one theory or method is                             
adequate to engage the richness, complexity, variety, and novelty displayed in contemporary                       
constellations of rapidly proliferating cultural forms and new media.” In order to be as flexible                             7
and dynamic as the objects of its inquiry, Media Studies must resist total definition. More than                               










discipline. Its applications are endless. In order to present it in a manageable and concise fashion,                               
however, one must narrow its focus and direction. For that reason, in ​You and Media we will                                 
concentrate on only a few topics that are of great import for young audiences. 
Taking cues from Durham and Kellner’s approach, the project presents these topics in a                           
way that makes their influence on culture and individual lives clear and apparent. I do not ignore                                 




Why should we care about Media Studies? Media themselves, it might seem, have                         
nothing to say. It is the actors and receivers on either end of the medium, or the message which is                                       
contained within, that are the traditional focuses of inquiry and criticism. But (and you’ll forgive                             
the cliché), as Marshall McLuhan famously said, “the medium is the message.” Technologies                         
and channels of communication are not themselves neutral; they arise from choices made by                           
individuals who are inevitably steeped in ideological systems. Barthes can tell us how the image                             
distorts the truth. Walter Benjamin can explain the way mechanical reproduction changes the                         
way we see art. Laura Mulvey exposes the way that the filmic eye shapes our own perceptions.                                 
And McLuhan himself speculates that the ubiquity of electricity will transform our world into a                             
global village. 
Media Studies lends us the tools necessary to understand our own mediated lives. The                           
goal, according to Durham and Kellner, is to “enable media­involved readers to engage in the                             
activity of analysis, interpretation, criticism, and making sense of their cultural and social worlds                           
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and experiences. . . . helping to produce active creators of meaning and interpretation, rather                             
than merely passive audiences.” Everything we see and hear is mediated by something — be it                             8




The “Whom?” and the “How?” 
A field so central to our quotidian interactions, one that concerns nearly every interaction                           
we have and every communication we receive, should be available to everyone. It should be a                               
foundational lens of inquiry from elementary school well through high school. We as a culture                             
should value media literacy as highly as we do linguistic literacy. And yet, it remains far out of                                   
reach for most, locked in an ivory tower (to use perhaps too lofty a metaphor). Those who do not                                     
have the access to (or the interest in) a college course on the subject might never encounter the                                   
term at all, and the literature remains largely obscure and inaccessible for most people. 
KeyWorks ​, for example, addresses itself to “cultural consumers,” which ostensibly                   
includes everyone. Who among us does not consume culture? The tone and the selection,                           
however, belie a different audience, one who, we might venture to say, is much more highly                               
educated in the traditional sense than the average consumer. Will the curious teenager                         
comprehend Walter Benjamin’s “Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction?” What                         
about Jürgen Habermas’s “Public Sphere?” Even if they survive the German theorists, how will                           




hopefully turn to ​Media/Society​. Having never studied sociology, will their “sociologically                     
informed analysis” be of much use? This book, too, seems to take for granted a college­level                               
audience. Even ​The New Media Reader ​, yet another Media Studies anthology, sets itself beyond                           
the grasp of many. Despite claiming that it is a book for “Readers Seeking to Understand New                                 
Media” as well as “New Media Professionals” and “Students and Professors,” there is still an                             
implied elite level of readership in its selection of texts. Indeed, after some digging around, it                               
appears that there are no Media Studies textbooks available for audiences below the college                           
level. 
That is not to say that no one has made the effort. There are resources available that aim                                   
to deliver certain topics or texts of Media Studies to a younger audience. The ​For Beginners                               
series presents an array of difficult material in a graphic format, almost like a comic book. The                                 9
titles span disciplines in the humanities and beyond, among them ​Deconstruction For Beginners ​,                         
Heidegger For Beginners ​, and ​Postmodernism For Beginners ​. Even our friend McLuhan gets his                         
own treatment. According to their web site, ​For Beginners “​deconstructs complex ideas and                         
makes them accessible to the everyday reader. Every book in the series serves one purpose: to                               
present the works of great thinkers and subjects alike in a straightforward, accessible manner.”                           10
The emphasis on access is frankly refreshing, and further supported by a section of the site                               
devoted to helping high school teachers find creative ways to adhere to the new Common Core                               
standards. The multimedia (text and image) approach to Media Studies pedagogy makes a lot of                             





found in the comic book style we see here. The images help students to visualize what they are                                   
reading just as much as the writing informs the picture. 
There is a large and ever­growing network of blogs and websites dedicated to addressing                           
this irony of accessibility, in one way or another. Groups like the Chicago School of Media                               
Theory have summaries, glossaries, and reading lists available online. Many a college professor                         11
assigns blog posts, or videos, or some other response to media theory texts. But this is too much                                   
material for the interested reader to sift through, and spread all across the Web, and the majority                                 
of it is still written at the college level.  
 
What is still missing is a project that begins to both define and to present the field of                                   








Media Studies is, of course, concerned with many media. In order to examine and                           
critique the nuanced aspects of these communication channels and the texts they carry, ​You and                             
Media adopts the form of a ​vlog​, or video webseries. A vlog can employ visual and auditory as                                   
well as textual aids to render complex concepts more comprehensible and make media messages                           
more immediate. In my demonstration of media literacy, for example, I am able to replay clips                               
from television advertisements while I analyze them. Furthermore, the platform of vlogging                       
presents an informal community on the Web, one in which vloggers can take on the informality                               
and even intimacy of one­on­one communication. The reception environment is often a personal                         
and private one. Receiving information in a bedroom rather than a classroom changes the way                             
that a person engages with it. Hopefully, the vlog familiarizes Media Studies, chipping away at                             
its intimidating edges and allowing me to adopt a more conversational tone in an effort to break                                 
down the elitist language of media studies as well as the teacher/student hierarchy that too often                               
defines the learning process. In the words of scholar Henry A. Giroux, “[teachers] should be                             
critically attentive to the operations of power as it is implicated in the production of knowledge                               
and authority in particular and shifting contexts. This means learning how to be sensitive to                             
considerations of power as it is inscribed on every facet of the schooling process.” In that light,                                 12






You and Media is not the first Media or Cultural Studies vlog. It takes as a springboard                                 
other projects such as John Green’s ​Crash Course​, a series of world history lessons which he                               
co­writes with his high school history teacher. Green sits behind his desk and explains the history                               
of the world with manic humor, anecdotal digressions, and flashy visuals. More relevantly, he                           
often explains the history of ideas and ideologies (such as “Nationalism” or “Capitalism and                           13
Socialism” ), linking him to the sphere of Cultural Studies. While his videos are entertaining                           14
and informative, ​You and Media attempts a tone that is less didactic, as detailed above, and that                                 
is less annoying: Green’s shouted enthusiasm can be grating at times. Furthermore, I diverge                           







Where to Begin? 
 
Media Studies is vast. There is no way that ​You and Media can incorporate even the                               
smallest fraction of its totality — or rather, perhaps, its infinity. I must unfortunately limit myself                               
to only a few subjects of discussion within the field. Rather than attempt to re­present a select                                 
number of canonical texts (summaries of which are already widely available), the vlog explores                           
broader topics in Media Studies. I present four episodes. The first is an introduction to Media                               
Studies, followed by three more: “Media Literacy,” “Representation & the Virtual World,” and                         
“Surveillance.” Since Media Studies is an interconnected web – a rich interwoven tapestry of                           
























The “Media Literacy” episode aims to expose the ways in which non­textual objects can                           
be “read” critically. Encouraging the viewer to interrogate layers of meaning and processes of                           














“Representation & the Virtual World” 
“Representation & the Virtual World” ventures through the screen. It asks the viewer to                           
examine the differences between the world represented in cultural media artifacts and the “real”                           
world in which we live. In what ways do we take the virtual for granted and conflate it with our                                       













































Of particular import to young Internauts is the matter of surveillance. Who is watching                           
them, and to what end? In this episode, I look into issues of privacy and security, as well as                                     
dynamics of power and control. If a Web site such as Facebook has all of your personal                                 
information, what’s to keep them from selling it to an advertising agency? And once they have it,                                 








This surveillance is not always unwitting and unwilling, however. Now more than ever,                         
countless corporations have all kinds of information about us: who we are, who we know, where                               
we go, what we do, what we like, and what we want. We knowingly let this happen every day                                     
when we agree to terms of use and when we browse the Web. This episode aims to inform the                                     


































































































































































































































































































Appendix A: Episode Scripts 
 






Representation & the Virtual World 
Mintz 26
Introducing: Media Studies 
Hey, everyone! Welcome to ​You & Media​. It’s a webseries where we talk about Media                             
Theory and Cultural Studies. If you want to know what the heck any of that means, you’re in the                                     
right place, so stick around! 
 
My name is Noah Mintz, and for the last four years, I’ve been in college learning about                                 
something called “Media Studies,” which most people assume means that I’m learning how to be                             
an advertiser or a journalist or something. But that’s not it! I often tell people, mostly my parents,                                   
that Media Studies isn’t as practical as all that, but that’s not exactly true, either. The things I’m                                   
learning in college are actually really practical — I’d say I use my Media Studies skills every                                 
single day. They’re just slightly less practical in the “grow up and get a job” sense of the word. 
 
But who needs a job? (Just kidding, I really need a job.) Media Studies is about critical                                 
thinking, having a broad perspective, and keeping an open mind. It’s less about knowledge and                             
more about thought, a way of thinking that is useful in every single thing you do (so please,                                   
someone hire me). 
 
That’s all well and good, but we still don’t have a good definition of Media Studies, do                                 
we? It turns out that it’s pretty hard to define, but let’s start with the word “media.” First of all,                                       
that’s a plural word. The singular is “medium,” which is a Latin word that means “middle.” So                                 
we’re studying the middle here. The middle of what? That’s open to interpretation. Essentially,                           
it’s the means through which any kind of message is communicated. Think of it this way, if it                                   
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helps: the substance that a sound wave travels through, like water or air, that’s also called a                                 
medium. 
 
That makes sense when you think about it. When you hear the word “Media,” people are                               
usually talking about radio, television, and film. Those are good examples of media, because                           
they are the means of communication ​between people. They’re the channel that the message is                             
being carried by, thing in the middle of the person talking and you, the viewer or listener or                                   
whatever. 
 
But radio, TV, and film aren’t the only media. Newspapers, books, music recordings, the                           
Internet, telephones, those are all media of communication. Language is a medium. Culture is a                             
medium. But language and culture are also both ​mediated by all of those other things I just                                 
mentioned. 
 
Yikes. That’s a lot of stuff to cover. How can Media Studies be all of those things at                                   
once? How can we, as Media Studies students, be an expert on every single one of those media?                                   
Thankfully, no one expects us to: that’s an impossible task. Media Studies isn’t about knowing                             
everything about every single medium, being a filmmaker and an audio engineer and a                           




When you look at a movie, for example, it’s important to think about more than just                               
what’s on the screen. Who made the movie, and why? Who paid for it? What are all of the steps                                       
between someone coming up with the idea for the movie and you watching it? How does it fit                                   
into the dominant culture or how does it contradict or subvert those ways of thinking? 
 
That’s a lot to think about. Always being critical can seem like a daunting task, but it’s                                 
really important. Why should we care about Media Studies? It might seem like media on their                               
own don’t have anything to say. In the academic world, we usually focus on the message or on                                   
the people on either end of it: the makers/producers/communicators and the                     
viewers/listeners/readers/receivers. Isn’t that enough to look at? Why should we bother with the                         
medium? This guy, Marshall McLuhan, once wrote that “the medium ​is the message.” (He also                             
wrote that the medium is the ​massage​, but that’s not important right now.) Anyway, what that                               
means is that media – channels of communication – are not neutral. They have something to say,                                 
often something more important than what the message says. Media are systems that are closely                             
tied to bigger ideas, ideologies, and cultural systems. 
 
Another word that comes from ​medium is “mediate.” It means to go between things or to                               
bring about some kind of change. I think it’s really cool that “mediate” is an active, transitive                                 
verb: media aren’t just messengers, they ​do something to the messages they convey and to the                               
people on either end of the equation. Images can distort the truth. Mechanical reproduction                           




Media Studies gives us the tools we need to understand our own mediated lives.                           
Everything we see and hear is mediated by something — whether it’s technological or                         
ideological. If we don’t interrogate the medium, we can only take the content at face value.                               
That’s why Media Studies matters. 
 
With so much ground to cover and such high stakes, undertaking the task of studying                             
media can seem really daunting. Fortunately, a lot of people have written all kinds of things to                                 
lay the groundwork for us. Philosophers, writers, critics, and thinkers in general have been                           
talking about this stuff for a long time. As people who want to understand media and how they                                   
work, we have a lot of really valuable resources. Philosophy, critical theory, film theory, cultural                             
studies, political science, narrative theory, cognitive science, linguistics, anthropology,                 
sociology, psychology, and even conceptual physics all contribute to the big happy family we                           
call “media theory.” 
 
Unfortunately, most of it is really dense and hard to read. Even my classmates in college                               
and I struggle to make sense of this stuff. And we’re the people who choose to read it! We’re                                     
actively seeking it out, taking classes about it and talking to people with PhDs about it, and we                                   
still have a hard time. This is really frustrating to me. Media theory is about how all of our daily                                       




And yet, very few people have access to it. If it’s so hard for Media Studies majors in                                   
college to understand, that means it’s all but inaccessible to most other people. And then what                               
happens to those people who study it? Most of them either grow up to be college professors and                                   
so the whole thing goes around and around in an infinite loop, or they join “the culture industry”                                   
and keep what they learned about media theory a secret so that they can make more money. 
 
I don’t think that’s okay. While it’s important for college students to think critically about                             
media, it’s just as important for everyone else, too. It shouldn’t just be for people who have the                                   
ability and desire to go to college and study it. It should be for young people, old people, high                                     
schoolers and everyone else. Media theory is for everyone who watches TV, uses the Web, reads                               
books, speaks a language, and lives in a culture. 
 
That’s why I’m making this vlog. I want everyone to have access to media theory so that                                 
they can benefit from it and apply it to their own lives. I want to share what I’ve learned in                                       
college with people who can’t go, don’t want to go, or haven’t gone yet. I want people to know                                     
that media theory is not just important, but that it can also be fun and entertaining. 
 
I could have done this in a lot of different ways, but I felt like a series of online videos                                       
would be the most appropriate and effective way to do it. I was, of course, very careful about                                   
which medium I chose. Videos give me the ability to make use of visual aids, auditory aids, and                                   
textual aids so that people with many different learning styles can all understand more easily. It                               
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also means that I can bring lots of other media messages – like TV clips and soundbites – into                                     
my videos so that we can analyze them together. 
 
The other thing that I’m hoping will happen here is that we can kind of break down the                                   
structures of power that usually define how media theory is taught and learned. Media Studies                             
tells us to be critical of all systems and structures, and traditional education is no exception.                               
Teachers present themselves as unquestionable authorities, and students are supposed to just                       
remember what they say and accept it as truth. I don’t want you to think of me – or yourself –                                         
that way at all. If you think I’m wrong about something, leave a comment or email me! Don’t                                   
take what I say for granted; go out and do your own research and explore all of the amazing                                     
thoughts that media theory has to offer. Basically, I’m hoping that the community aspect of this                               
platform, the informal and familiar nature of it, will help us all explore Media Studies together.                               
I’m not trying to tell you what media studies is. I’m trying to invite you to think critically about                                     
how your own life is mediated, and maybe to give you a framework and a set of tools to start                                       
doing that. 
 
Because I can’t do all of this on my own, you guys! Media Studies is ​huge​. I could talk                                     
and talk and talk at you until I get old and die, and I still wouldn’t have covered even a fraction                                         
of it all. So what I’m doing here is pretty much just giving you an introduction and some                                   
examples. I’m going to talk about “media literacy,” “surveillance,” and “representation and the                         
virtual world.” I’m going to point you toward some other stuff you might want to check out to                                   
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learn more, but then the rest is up to you. If Media Studies is for everyone, then it can’t just be up                                           
to me to bring it out there. Let’s do this together. 
 
Thanks for tuning in and joining me! I’m really excited to be here, and I hope you are,                                   
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix B: Graphics and Audio Citations 
any graphics not cited herein are original content 
 
Introducing: Media Studies 
 
Media Literacy 
 
Surveillance 
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Introducing: Media Studies 
in order of appearance 
 
Family Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/apple/ios­9.3/family/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Glasses: ​http://www.polette.com/en/doompa­black.html  
Disappointed Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/disappointed­face/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Radio: ​http://pbs.twimg.com/media/CQD8NG­WsAAXQx­.png 
Television: ​https://www.flickr.com/photos/igraph/8149383268​ (Copyright Alan Klim) 
Film: 
https://yt3.ggpht.com/­PUL33F4D7Ug/AAAAAAAAAAI/AAAAAAAAAAA/sQ3SVzVPRsE/s
900­c­k­no­rj­c0xffffff/photo.jpg 
YouTube Logo: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:YouTube­logo­seit­Dezember­2013.png​ (Copyright 
Alphabet Inc.) 
Newspaper Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/rolled­up­newspaper/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Books Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/books/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
CD Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/minidisc/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Internet Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/apple/ios­9.3/antenna­with­bars/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Telephone Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/black­telephone/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Tongue Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/tongue/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Lens: ​https://pixabay.com/en/camera­lens­prime­lens­photography­158471/ 
Director’s Chair: ​https://thenounproject.com/term/directors­chair/290652/ 
Money Mouth Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/money­mouth­face/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Marshall McLuhan: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marshall_McLuhan.jpg 
Speech Balloon: ​http://emojipedia.org/right­anger­bubble/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Mona Lisa​: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mona_Lisa.jpg 
Tools: ​http://emojipedia.org/hammer­and­wrench/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Light Bulb Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/mobile­phone/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Philosophers: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/Greek_philosopher_buts.jpg 
Writing Hand Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/writing­hand/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
The Thinker ​: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Thinker,_Auguste_Rodin.jpg 
Mortar Board Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/graduation­cap/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Baby Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/baby/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Old Man Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/older­man/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Apple Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/red­apple/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Skull Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/skull/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
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Media Literacy 
in order of appearance 
 
Puppy: Screenshot taken from “Lost Dog” advertisement (see citation in “Bibliography”) 
Football: ​http://www.houston.k12.mo.us/domain/49 
Horse: ​http://www.budweiser.com/en/clydesdales/photos­and­videos.html​ (Copyright 
Annheuser­Busch, Budweiser) 
Beer Bottles: ​http://www.anheuser­busch.com/s/uploads/Budweiser­RWB­3­Bottles­Low.jpg 
(Copyright Annheuser­Busch, Budweiser) 
American Flag Map: 
http://staging.americanflagfoundation.org/wp­content/uploads/2011/02/usmap.jpg 
Gutenberg Press: 
http://www.lenoirprinting.com/wp­content/uploads/2014/04/benjamin­franklins­printing­press­3.
png 
Steam Engine: 
https://openclipart.org/image/2400px/svg_to_png/227789/PortableSteamEngine.png 
Newspaper: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nytrib1864.jpg 
Radio: ​http://pbs.twimg.com/media/CQD8NG­WsAAXQx­.png 
Film Reel: 
https://yt3.ggpht.com/­PUL33F4D7Ug/AAAAAAAAAAI/AAAAAAAAAAA/sQ3SVzVPRsE/s
900­c­k­no­rj­c0xffffff/photo.jpg 
Television: ​https://www.flickr.com/photos/igraph/8149383268​ (Copyright Alan Klim) 
Internet: ​http://net­fix.co.il/wp­content/uploads/2016/03/internet­1181587_640­300x300.png 
Old Man Emoji: ​http://www.hey.fr/tools/emoji/ios_emoji_older_man.png​ (Copyright Apple, 
Inc.) 
Facebook Logo: ​www.seeklogo.net/tag/facebook/​ (copyright Facebook, Inc.) 
Tools Emoji: 
http://emojipedia­us.s3.amazonaws.com/cache/65/81/6581923c619901702a451ab257b2912a.png 
(Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Horns Sound: Modest Mouse. “Horn Intro,” from ​Good News for People Who Love Bad News. 
Epic Records, 2004. 
“Lost Dog” Budweiser ad: see citation in Bibliography. 
Budweiser Bottle: ​http://annualreport.ab­inbev.com/img/big­bottle­budweiser.png​ (Copyright 
Annheuser­Busch, Budweiser) 
AB­InBev Logo: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AB_InBev_logo.svg​ (Copyright 
Annheuser­Busch InBev) 
Super Bowl XLIX Animation: ​https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ma2fd0JDaQ4​ (Copyright 
NBC) 
YouTube Logo: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:YouTube­logo­seit­Dezember­2013.png​ (Copyright 
Alphabet Inc.) 
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Hulu Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hulu_logo.svg​ (Copyright Hulu) 
WatchESPN Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WatchESPN_logo.png​ (Copyright 
ESPN Inc.) 
Eyes Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/eyes/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Ear Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/ear/​ (Copyright Apple Inc.) 
TiVo Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TiVo_logo_2011_RGB.svg​ (Copyright 
TiVO Inc.) 
TiVo Sounds: ​http://interglacial.com/pub/sound/Tivo_sound_effects/​ (Copyright TiVo Inc.) 
Facebook Friends Icon: 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jul/08/facebook­new­friends­icons­feminist 
(Copyright Facebook/Caitlin Winner) 
Facebook Share Button: 
http://www.midphase.com/blog/wp­content/uploads/2014/02/FB­Share­Button.png​ (Copyright 
Facebook, Inc.) 
Facebook User Icon (Male): 
http://www.thejasperlocal.com/uploads/1/3/4/6/13461048/5515515_orig.jpg​ (Copyright 
Facebook, Inc.) 
Facebook User Icon (Female): ​https://www.pinterest.com/normanlurkwell/default/​ (Copyright 
Facebook, Inc.) 
Grumpy Cat: 
https://40.media.tumblr.com/b848f94d6959183d3963aa1b306769c9/tumblr_o42s8zsWfq1rgemz
bo1_400.jpg  
I Can Has Cheezburger Logo: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ichc_logo.png​ (Copyright 
Cheezburger, Inc.) 
Puppy Bowl: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Puppy_Bowl.png​ (Copyright Animal Planet, 
Discovery Communications) 
Crying Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/loudly­crying­face/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Face with Tears of Joy Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/face­with­tears­of­joy/​ (Copyright Apple, 
Inc.) 
The Great Gatsby​ Cover: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gatsby_1925_jacket.gif ​ (Copyright 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, Simon & Schuster) 
Roland Barthes: ​https://rosswolfe.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/roland­barthes­1.jpg 
Chicken: ​http://pngimg.com/upload/small/chicken_PNG2148.png  
Chicken (Cooked): ​https://thenounproject.com/term/roasted­chicken/201073/ 
Wonder Bread: ​http://pd4pictures.com/pages/w/wonder­bread­logo/​ (Copyright Flowers Foods) 
Salt Shaker: ​http://oobites.com/2013/10/table­salt/  
Everyman: ​https://simpsonswiki.com/wiki/File:Homer_Everyman.png​ (Copyright ​The Simpsons ​, 
Fox Broadcasting Company) 
Uncle Sam: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Uncle_Sam_(pointing_finger).png 
Top Hat Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/top­hat/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
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Eagle: ​http://pngimg.com/upload/eagle_PNG1236.png 
Covered Wagon: ​http://www.stude100.com/stu/Pg1/cov_wgn.gif 
Budweiser Logo: ​http://www.budweiser.co.uk/content/images/Budweiser­Logo500x162.png 
(Copyright Budweiser, Annheuser­Busch InBev) 
Clydesdales in Traces: ​https://www.cardcow.com/images/set452/card01320_fr.jpg 
Clydesdales at the White House: 
http://anheuser­busch.com/includes/images/lb­clydesdales/images/028.jpg​ (Copyright 
Budweiser, Annheuser­Busch InBev) 
Person with Folded Hands Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/person­with­folded­hands/​ (Copyright 
Apple, Inc.) 
Smiling Face with Halo Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/smiling­face­with­halo/​ (Copyright Apple, 
Inc.) 
Baby Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/baby/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Two Hearts Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/two­hearts/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Man and Woman Holding Hands Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/man­and­woman­holding­hands/ 
(Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Smart Phone Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/mobile­phone/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
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Surveillance 
in order of appearance 
 
Eye: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Eye_open_font_awesome.svg 
NSA Seal: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:National_Security_Agency.svg 
Facebook Logo: ​www.seeklogo.net/tag/facebook/​ (copyright Facebook, Inc.) 
Google Logo: ​https://pixabay.com/en/google­seo­search­google­search­939112/​ (copyright 
Alphabet Inc.) 
Jeremy Bentham: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jeremy_Bentham_by_Henry_William_Pickersgill_det
ail.jpg 
Dungeon Bars: 
https://pixabay.com/static/uploads/photo/2016/01/26/03/11/cage­1161869_960_720.png 
Open Lock: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:No­DRM_lock.svg 
Scared Emoji: 
https://www.emojibase.com/resources/img/emojis/apple/x1f631.png.pagespeed.ic.AicS1lNYYC.
png​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Halo Emoji: 
https://www.emojibase.com/resources/img/emojis/apple/x1f607.png.pagespeed.ic.EeIpRModFq.
png​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Glass Wall: 
http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/download­picture.php?adresar=30000&soubor=glass­wall­
1332509580w9y.jpg&id=20679​ (Photograph by George Hodan) 
Devil Emoji: 
https://www.emojibase.com/resources/img/emojis/apple/x1f47f.png.pagespeed.ic.5GiXdfhQVq.
png​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Presidio Modelo: ​https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ac/Presidio­modelo2.JPG 
Michel Foucault: ​http://www.michel­foucault.com/gallery/pictures/foucault56.jpg​ (Source: 
Michel Foucault​. Gallerie Place Bastille. Paris 1975. Photo by ​Bruce Jackson​) 
Surveiller et Punir: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/be/Discipline_and_Punish_%28French_edition%29
.jpg 
Department of Defense: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:United_States_Department_of_Defense_Seal.svg 
School Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fxemoji_u1F3EB.svg​ (Copyright 
Mozilla) 
Family Emoji: 
https://www.emojibase.com/resources/img/emojis/apple/x1f46a.png.pagespeed.ic.XKUHUuCM
aD.png​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
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Crown Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Twemoji_1f451.svg​ (Copyright 
Twitter) 
Mustache: 
https://pixabay.com/static/uploads/photo/2014/10/04/16/02/moustache­473661_960_720.png 
Jailbird Cap: ​http://normalbob.com/foxnoose/jailbirdcap.gif ​ (Copyright Normal Bob Smith 
Design New York) 
Soldier Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emoji_u1f482.svg​ (Copyright 
Alphabet, Inc.) 
Apple: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tux_Paint_apple.svg 
Caduceus: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Caduceus.svg 
Freud: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freud_family#/media/File:Sigmund_Freud_1926.jpg  
Flag Map: ​http://staging.americanflagfoundation.org/wp­content/uploads/2011/02/usmap.jpg 
Scales: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Scales_Of_Justice.svg 
Social Worker Emoji: ​http://emojipedia.org/information­desk­person/​ (Copyright Apple, Inc.) 
Extraterrestrial Alien Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Twemoji_1f47d.svg 
(Copyright Twitter) 
Space Invader Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Twemoji_1f47e.svg​ (Copyright 
Twitter) 
1984​ Book Cover: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty­Four#/media/File:1984first.jpg  
George Orwell: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Orwell#/media/File:George_Orwell_press_photo.jpg 
Big Brother: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cropped­big­brother­is­watching­1984.png 
Seal of the United States: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Great_Seal_of_the_United_States_(obverse).svg 
Edward Snowden: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edward­Snowden­FOPF­2014.jpg 
(Copyright Freedom of the Press Foundation) 
Five Eyes Flag: ​http://www.deviantart.com/art/Anglosphere­flag­368178369​ (DeviantArt user 
dominichemsworth) 
Flag of the United States: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_the_United_States.svg 
Flag of the United Kingdom: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_the_United_Kingdom.svg 
Flag of Australia: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Australia.svg 
Flag of Canada: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Canada.svg 
Flag of New Zealand: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_New_Zealand.svg 
Email Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emojione_1F4E7.svg 
Telephone Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Emoji#/media/File:Twemoji_260e.svg 
(Copyright Twitter) 
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Speech Balloon Emoji: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Emoji#/media/File:Twemoji_1f4ac.svg​ (Copyright Twitter) 
Wifi Connection Emoji: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Emoji#/media/File:Twemoji_1f4ac.svg​ (Copyright Twitter) 
Verizon Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Verizon_logo.svg​ (Copyright Verizon 
Communications Inc.) 
Microsoft Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Microsoft_logo_(2012).svg 
(Copyright Microsoft Corporation) 
Linus: ​https://classes.lt.unt.edu/Fall_2013/LTEC_3260_020/jnk0030/assign5/linus.html 
(Character copyright Peanuts Worldwide, LLC) 
FBI Seal: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US­FBI­ShadedSeal.svg 
Rainbow Apple Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US­FBI­ShadedSeal.svg 
(Copyright Apple Inc.) 
Tim Cook: ​https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d5/Tim_Cook_2009_cropped.jpg 
Benjamin Franklin: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BenFranklinDuplessis.jpg 
French Flag: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_France.svg 
Snoopy: ​https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.swyftmedia.android.SnoopyEmoji 
(Character copyright Peanuts Worldwide, LLC) 
Snapchat Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Snapchat_Logo.png 
Instagram Logo: ​https://www.instagram­brand.com/​ (Copyright Instagram, Facebook Inc.) 
Tinder Logo: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tinder_logo.png​ (Copyright Tinder, IAC) 
YouTube Logo: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:YouTube­logo­seit­Dezember­2013.png​ (Copyright 
Alphabet Inc.) 
Gmail Logo: 
https://pixabay.com/static/uploads/photo/2016/01/26/17/15/gmail­1162901_960_720.png 
(Copyright Alphabet Inc.) 
Google Chrome Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e2/Google_Chrome_icon_(2011).svg/
2000px­Google_Chrome_icon_(2011).svg.png​ (Copyright Alphabet Inc.) 
BuzzFeed Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e4/BuzzFeed.svg/2000px­BuzzFeed.s
vg.png​ (Copyright Buzzfeed Press) 
Twitter Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/51/Twitter_logo.svg/2000px­Twitter
_logo.svg.png​ (Copyright Twitter) 
Photo Icon: 
http://4vector.com/i/free­vector­facebook­style­icon­vector­material_020344_photos%20icon.pn
g​ (Copyright Facebook Inc.) 
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Video Icon: ​http://findicons.com/files/icons/2190/facebook/128/video.png​ (Copyright Facebook, 
Inc.) 
Facebook Chat Bubble: 
http://www.techweez.com/wp­content/uploads/2016/04/facebook_chat.png​ (Copyright 
Facebook, Inc.) 
Mark Zuckerberg: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/Mark_Zuckerberg_at_the_37th_G8_Sum
mit_in_Deauville_018_v1.jpg 
Facebook Location Icon: ​http://wersm.com/wp­content/uploads/2013/09/facebook_places.png 
(Copyright Facebook, Inc.) 
Facebook Like Icon: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/df/Facebook_logo_thumbs_up_like_t
ransparent_SVG.svg/2000px­Facebook_logo_thumbs_up_like_transparent_SVG.svg.png 
(Copyright Facebook, Inc.) 
Money­Mouth Emoji: 
http://emojipedia­us.s3.amazonaws.com/cache/54/79/54793fc6cc0899235b4d563d8f1184a8.png 
(Copyright Apple Inc.) 
GOP Elephant: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/9b/Republicanlogo.svg/2000px­Repu
blicanlogo.svg.png 
Democrat Donkey: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/d7/DemDonkey.svg/2000px­DemDo
nkey.svg.png 
House of Cards Banner: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/70/House_of_Cards.svg/2000px­Hou
se_of_Cards.svg.png​ (Copyright Netflix) 
Frank Underwood: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Frank_Underwood_­_House_of_Cards.jpg 
(Copyright Netflix) 
Facebook Friends Icon: 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jul/08/facebook­new­friends­icons­feminist 
(Copyright Facebook/Caitlin Winner) 
“Find My iPhone” Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4d/Find_my_iphone_icon.jpg​ (Copyright 
Apple Inc.) 
Amazon Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Amazon.com­Logo.svg​ (Copyright 
Amazon.com, Inc.) 
Netflix Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/69/Netflix_logo.svg/1280px­Netflix_
logo.svg.png​ (Copyright Netflix Inc.) 
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Cookie Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emojione_1F36A.svg​ (Copyright 
EmojiOne) 
DoubleClick Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DoubleClick_Logo.svg​ (Copyright 
Google Inc./Alphabet Inc.) 
DoubleClick by Google Logo: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Doubleclick_by_Google.svg​ (Copyright Google 
Inc./Alphabet Inc.) 
Google Shopping Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/93/Google_Shopping_logo.png​ (Copyright 
Google/Alphabet Inc.) 
Google Maps Logo: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e2/Google_Maps.svg/2000px­Google
_Maps.svg.png​ (Copyright Google/Alphabet Inc.) 
Grandma Emoji: 
http://emojipedia­us.s3.amazonaws.com/cache/5d/02/5d02f83ab3dfcba9d397e6558349c478.png 
(Copyright Apple Inc.) 
Starbucks Logo: ​https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Starbucks_Corporation_Logo_2011.svg 
(Copyright Starbucks Corporation) 
Coffee Emoji: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emojione_2615.svg​ (Copyright 
EmojiOne) 
Google+ Logo: ​https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Google%2B_logo.svg​ (Copyright 
Google/Alphabet Inc.) 
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